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FLTJID MIICHANICS
(Civil Engineering)

(Arrswer all Five Units 5 x 12 - 60 Marl<s)

Define the physical properties of fluids and Write its units.

OR
a State Pascal's law and Derive pressure variation in liquid at rest.
b Derive the Equation for Center of Pressure of vertical plane surface.

3 a Define LocalAcceleration and Velocity Potentialfunction with formulae.
b A 30 cm dia. pipe-conveying water branches into two pipes of dia .20 cmand t5cm respectively. If the average velocity in the 30 cm'dia. pipe is 2.5 m/s. Findthe discharge in this pipe. Also determine the velocity in is 
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average velocity in 20 cm diameter pipe is 2 m/s.

OR
4 Derive Continuity Equation in 3-Dimensionalflow.

Derive the Bernoulli,s energy equation with assumptions.

OR
a Give short notes on Energy correction factor and momentum correction factor.
b A rectangular notch 2m wide as a constant head of 500mm. Find the discharge

over the notch ,if co-efficient of discharge for the notch is 0.62 andg : 9.gr.
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Find the head lost due to friction in a pipe
which water is flowing at avelocity of 3 m/s

of dia 300mm & length 50m through
using :
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i) Darcy's formula
ii) chezy'sformula for which c : 60. Take kinematic viscosity of for water :0.01
stoke.

OR
A syphon is O 200mm connects two reservoirs having a difference in elevation of
20m' The length of the syphon is 500m ancl the rurr-it is 3m above the water level
in the upper reservoir. The length of the pipe from upper reservoir to the summit is
100m' Determine the discharge through ihi syptron & also pressure at the summit.
Neglect minor losses. The coefficient of the rriction f = 0.00i.

9 Explain in detail about Reynolds experiment.

OR
10 Derive an expression for velocity ctistribution in tr-rrbulent flow.
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